Join Uncle Noah and Friends
as we study the Bible together.

The vision is to develop animated presentations of every major Bible theme and
character, with corresponding games puzzles and other challenging resources.
There are approximately 4,000 places to go on this site.
Here are some of the resources:

Textual Studies of Old Testament and New Testament books.
Ask Uncle Noah and expect an answer within a few days.
You asked for it! In-depth, online and downloadable theme studies.
Uncle Noah Family Radio, Thursday at 7:00 p.m. on KJAK FM (92.7)
answering Bible questions using a special guest talk format. The programs are
archived at unclenoah.org and can be heard anywhere in the world in streaming
audio at kjak.com.

childrensbiblestudy.com

unclenoah@childrensbiblestudy.com

806/791-2007
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